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GARDEN OF YOUR DREAMS 
A practical guide to your best outdoor transformation ever

CHARLIE ALBONE

Transform your outdoor space with design ideas and 
know-how from TV's favourite landscape designer.

Garden of Your Dreams is an inspirational and practical 
guide to complete outdoor transformations—from the 

smallest urban courtyard to a rural paradise.

Let award-winning garden designer and landscape 
expert Charlie Albone walk you through the process of 

turning your outdoor space into your own personal oasis. 
Start by identifying your dream design style, then learn 
how to make a plan that works for your site, budget and 

aspirations. Create an entertaining space you are proud of, 
prepare the soil and then the real fun begins—planting!

Packed full of ideas and inspirational how-to as well as 
Charlie's personal plant guide, Garden of Your Dreams 
is the ideal first step to dreaming up your own outdoor 

transformation.

Charlie Albone is a prominent garden designer and in 
2020 became the landscape design expert on Australia’s 
Better Homes & Gardens. For 13 years prior, he appeared 
on Selling Houses Australia and other shows for Foxtel's 

Lifestyle Channel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MURDOCH BOOKS     9781922351784      $39.99     PB     GARDEN DESIGN    
NZ$45.00

MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922351784      
$45.00• PB •  • GARDEN DESIGN  
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MURDOCH BOOKS • 9781922616166      

$45.00 • PB •  • COOKERY

MORE FISH, MORE VEG 
Simple, sustainable recipes and know-how for everyday 

deliciousness
TOM WALTON

A delicious answer to eating more sustainably: simple, 
family-friendly flavours with easy seafood techniques 

by renowned recipe writer and chef Tom Walton.

Tom Walton is renowned for his low-fuss, max-flavour, 
family-friendly food. More Fish, More Veg is a collection 
of his go-to recipes that helps you put meals featuring 
sustainable seafood and seasonal veg on high rotation 

at your place.

Some people are a little nervous about cooking fish, but 
with a few super simple techniques in your toolkit you'll 

be confident to give it a go. Tom walks you through 
these key cooking methods step-by-step, plus he 

provides pointers on sustainability and seasonality that 
will take the guesswork out of what fish to buy. He'll 
also show you how to make veg the star of the show 
with his vibrant veg-driven dishes that are full of life, 

colour and deliciousness.

Season by season, this book is bursting with easy-to-
make recipes that celebrate the abundance of top-

quality ingredients and make it a breeze for you to eat 
more fish, more veg.

Tom Walton is a highly acclaimed award-winning chef 
and restaurant entrepreneur. He lives with his wife and 
three young children between Sydney and Byron Bay.

MURDOCH BOOKS      9781922616166    $39.99       PB       COOKERY     
NZ$45.00
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HARVARD COMMON PRESS   •  9780760375181 
$45.00 • HB •  • COOKERY

WELLFLEET  •  9781577152934 
$27.99 • HB •  • CRYSTALS

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY  • 
9781631069123  

$22.99 • HB •  • WICCA

THE WITCH'S COOKBOOK 
50 wickedly delicious witchcraft-inspired 
recipes
MINERVA RADCLIFFE

Make every meal magical with your 
very own recipe grimoire! The Witch's 
Cookbook presents over 50 wickedly 
delicious witchcraft-inspired recipes, 
along with ‘Witch Tips’ that offer 
additional spells and blessings for your 
home and hearth. It is your short-and-
sweet go-to for quick-and-easy meals 
with a mystical flair. Each recipe is 
witchcraft themed and can be made with 
traditional ingredients, plus a little bit of 
spellwork and magic, of course. Get your 
cauldron bubbling!
 
 
 
 
 

ROCK POINT GIFT & STATIONERY      
9781631069123   $19.99      HB       WICCA     

NZ$22.99

COOKING WITH CHILIES 
CLIFFORD WRIGHT

Learn how to achieve just the right 
amount of heat and bring big, bold 
flavour to your cooking with 75 authentic 
recipes featuring chilli pepper heat. 
From salsa roja of Mexico to the kimchi 
of Korea, each recipe is marked with an 
icon indicating the dish's heat level, so 
it's easy to identify recipes that will be 
appropriate for any occasion—from mild 
to fiery. If you're a spicy-food lover always 
on the lookout for that next hot thing, 
then Cooking with Chilies is where your 
quest ends.

HARVARD COMMON PRESS     
9780760375181      $39.99       HB    COOKERY       

NZ$45.00

CRYSTAL MAGIC 
A practical handbook on the power of 
sacred stones
AURORA KANE

Whether through harnessing the power 
of sacred geometry or using them to 
enhance the aesthetic and energy of your 
altar, crystal magic is an essential part 
of a witch's repertoire. Crystal Magic 
uncovers all of the practical ways that 
you can foster a meaningful connection 
to the earth and each crystal's spirit. It 
combines in one gorgeous volume a 
practical directory filled with the magic 
of crystals with guidance on how to 
charge your spellcraft with these sacred 
stones. 
 
 
 
 
 

WELLFLEET    9781577152934      $24.99     
HB       CRYSTALS        NZ$27.99
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COLOURS OF ART
The story of art in 80 palettes
CHLOË ASHBY

Take a journey through history via 80 
carefully curated artworks and their 
palettes where colour is not only a tool, 
but the fundamental secret to their 
success. Structured chronologically, 
Colours of Art provides a fun, intelligent 
and visually engaging look at the 
greatest artistic palettes in art history—
from Vermeer's ultramarine to Andy 
Warhol's hot pinks. It offers a refreshing 
take on the subject and acts as a primer 
for artists, designers and art lovers 
who want to look at art history from a 
different perspective. 
 
 
 
 
 

FRANCES LINCOLN (ADULT)      
9780711258044       $49.99     HB     ART       

NZ$55.00

THE WITCH'S COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO ASTROLOGY 
Harness the heavens and unlock your potential 
for a magical year

CHARTWELL     9780785840800     $24.99     HB    
ASTROLOGY       NZ$27.99

THE WITCH'S COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO TAROT
Unlock your intuition and discover the power of 
tarot

 

CHARTWELL      9780785840794      $24.99     HB    
TAROT       NZ$27.99

FRANCES LINCOLN (ADULT)  •  9780711258044  
$55.00 • HB •  • ART

CHARTWELL • 9780785840800 
$27.99 • HB •  • ASTROLOGY

CHARTWELL • 9780785840794 
$ 27.99• HB •  • TAROT

BLOOM 
The secrets of growing flowering 
houseplants year-round 
LISA ELDRED STEINKOPF

Bloom is the only modern guide to 
cultivating flowering houseplants that 
includes insider secrets to encourage 
these beautiful plants to bloom and 
thrive. The Houseplant Guru Lisa Eldred 
Steinkopf shares all her strategies 
for growing dozens of indoor plants 
that produce colourful, intricate and 
sometimes fragrant blooms. Lush, full-
colour photography accompanies each 
in-depth plant profile so you can fill your 
home with foliage and flowers, and enjoy 
all the colour and calm they'll add to your 
living space. 
 
 

COOL SPRINGS PRESS    9780760374153      
$35.00      HB      GARDENING      NZ$39.99

COOL SPRINGS PRESS • 9780760374153 
$39.99 • HB •  • GARDENING
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 indicates an ebook edition of this book will be 

available from ebook retailers upon publication.

Cover image: #TITLE# by #AUTHOR# p.#
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